EFFECTS OF TRANSVERSE AIR FLOW ON MASS LOSS RATE OF ALCOHOL POOL FIRES IN AN INCLINED WIND TUNNEL
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Abstract. In order to study the effects of inclined wind direction on combustion characteristics of alcohol pool fires, an inclinable wind tunnel was developed and used for providing venting wind with different directions. The wind tunnel can be sloped from 0° to 30° while the fuel pan is kept horizontal inside the tunnel. The wind speed can be altered from 0 to 3.0 m/s. The mass burning rate of square, rectangular and circular alcohol pool fires under different wind direction have been studied experimentally. The results show that the mass burning rate increases faster with increasing the slope angle of the wind tunnel and increasing the downstream edge length of the pool.
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Introduction

Concerted efforts have been made on fundamental research to understand the combustion characteristic of pool fires. These efforts concentrated on the establishment of correlations between the fire characteristics, such as mass burning rate, flame height and pulsation soot formation and thermal radiation, and the fuel characteristics, such as fuel type, surface shape and size, and the ambient conditions including pressure, temperature, humidity and wind (Beyler 2008; Heskestad 2008; Tewarson 2008). Building fire can occur at many locations where sloping conditions are expected, such as underground stores, mines and rail or road tunnels. The wind speed and direction, which is controlled by the surface inclination angle, may influence the pool fire combustion characteristics, such as mass burning rate, flame length, flame tilt angle, etc. (Pérez et al. 2010).

Since the 1950s, there has been a huge amount of research on the aspects of pool fires. The mass burning rate of hydrocarbon pool fires with diameters ranging from 0.0037 m to 22.9 m has been studied (Blinov, Khudiakov 1961). It was found that the rate of burning expressed as the “fuel surface regression rate” $R_s$ (mm/min) was high for small-scale laboratory pools (0.01 m diameter or smaller). It was found that the burning rates of large aviation fuel pool fires with diameter of 0.6-15 m decreased with the increase of longitudinal air flow speeds (Apte et al. 1991; Capener, Alger 1972; Carvel et al. 2001; Chatris et al. 2001; Ji et al. 2014; Parkes, Fleischmann 2005; Roh et al. 2007a, b, 2008; Wang, Joulain 2007; Woods et al. 2006a, b) indicated that the mass burning rate should increase with increasing the air flow speed, where the wind speed on level ground was considered. It was found that the variation of burning rate of these two kinds of pool fires, methanol and gasoline, with air flow speed were definitely different. The burning rate of gasoline pool fire increased monotonously with the air flow speed (Hu et al. 2009). The experiments were finished in a reduced scale model wind tunnel with a 0.3×0.3 m cross-section and wind speed from 0.2 to 2 m/s (Saito et al. 1995). The burning rates of methanol and n-heptane pool fires with diameter of 0.1–0.25 m are measured. These results showed that the burning rates of both the two kinds of fuels decreased with increasing wind speed, till to that in an open air. It was reported in a study by Woods et al. (2006) that the burning rate of the a small square pool (7.5×7.5 cm) showed a monotonic increase by 2.5 times when the air speed rose from 0 to 5.5 m/s. In contrast, the burning rate of a larger square pool (30×30 cm) was essentially invariant to this range of air speeds.

The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of wind direction on mass burning rate of alcohol...
pool fires. The study was conducted in a wind tunnel of variable inclination angle. The control parameters of the experiments include pool size, shape and orientation, as well as the tunnel wind velocity and tunnel inclination angle. The observed and measured parameter was mass of the fuel. The objective of this paper is to contribute to the understanding of liquid alcohol pool fires, with particular attention on how the burning rate is affected by different wind direction. Although many works have been done to study the mass burning rate of pool fires, few experiments involved the variation of wind direction. One question hasn’t been solved: how mass burning rate of a pool fire varies under different wind direction relative to the horizontal fuel surface, and how it varies with the pool shape.

1. Experimental setup and conditions

1.1. Fuel and fuel pan

Alcohol was used in this work as the liquid fuel, C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{6}O, which produces little soot when combusting under standard atmospheric condition (Woods et al. 2006). It is different from gasoline or other hydrocarbons, since soot radiation is small or nonexistent with alcohol fires. The main factor to influence the thermal transfer is thermal conduction but not thermal radiation for the small pool size (<10 cm). So, these results could be analysed ignoring the thermal radiation.

Steel fuel pans with different shapes of square, rectangular and circular are used. The size of the square fuel pans are 4 cm, 6 cm, 8 cm and 10 cm, respectively. The size of the rectangular pan is 3×12 cm, and the diameter of circular pan is 6.77 cm. All of the pan depth and their wall thickness are 15 mm and 1 mm, respectively.

1.2. Experimental apparatus and instrumentation

The experiments were conducted in a wind tunnel as shown in Figure 1. The slope angle, θ, between the axial direction of the tunnel and the horizontal plane can be altered from 0° to 30°. The small-scale tunnel is comprised of a 240×42×60 cm rectangular duct, a 26 cm-long transition section and a 24 cm-long circular duct of 34 cm in diameter. The walls of the tunnel are made of decorative high-pressure laminate (HPL) with 0.80 cm thickness. A 0.75 kW blow fan was mounted in the circular duct. The fan and the wind tunnel are connected by the transition section. Four layers of 0.8 cm thick honeycomb were installed immediately trailing rim of the transition section. The gap between each two adjacent layers is 9.2 cm. The velocity range of the tunnel is 0.25 to 3.00 m/s, the test points is shown in Figure 1. The turbulence fluctuation intensity of the tunnel flow is less than 6%.

A glass pane of 130×34 cm was fixed on one side of the wind tunnel as the observation window. A horizontal strut was set in the center of the wind tunnel through the base floor to support the fuel pans. A piece of high-pressure laminate was fixed on the platform with the same area, which is heat insulation. An electronic balance was placed under the bottom of the strut to measure the fuel mass variation. The resolution of the electronic balance is 0.01 g. A four-probed parallel processing anemometer with accuracy of 0.01 m/s was used to measure the air-flow speed in the wind tunnel. The sampling rate of signals from all electronic devices was 1 Hz. A digital video camera was placed approximately 100 cm from the pool center to record the luminescent flames.

1.3. Experimental conditions

For the rectangular fuel pan, two orientations relative to air flow direction were tested. One with the long side axis perpendicular to the tunnel flow direction and the other parallel as shown in Figure 2. The ambient conditions were as followings: the temperature was 20±2 °C, the ambient pressure was 101±5 kPa and the ambient humidity was from 10% to 30%.

2. Experimental results and discussions

2.1. General observation

Fire is a diffusion controlled combustion process and the burning of liquid fuels is influenced by heat transfer for gasification (Drysdale 1999). The net gain of thermal energy due to radiation and convection feedback from the flame and the surrounding air to the fuel determines the amount of gasified fuel. It participates in the flaming combustion process. As such, the burning rate may undergo significant variations depending on fuel temperature.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus

Fig. 2. Plan view of relative positions of the rectangular pan to the tunnel flow direction
2.2. Result from square pools with different area under different wind directions

Presented in Figure 3 are measured time averaged mass loss rates per unit area of the square pool fires under various air flow speeds, slope angles and pan sizes.

![Figure 3: Mass loss rate of square pools under different tunnel angle](image)

The results show that the mass loss rate per unit area decreases with increasing the pool area while the pool size is smaller than 10 cm. For the small size pool, the main factor to influence the mass loss rate is thermal conduction. These results are accorded with the one get by Blinov and Khudiakov (1961). The results also show that the mass loss rate per unit area is proportional to the angle between the wind direction and the fuel surface. The mass loss rate increases fast with increasing the slope angle \( \theta \) at the same air flow speed blow 1.5 m/s, as shown in Figure 3. It was found that the temperatures of the side and trailing rim walls under longitudinal airflow are much higher than that under a quiescent air condition (Hu et al. 2011). The main probable reason the temperature of the downstream edge and parallel-stream edge of pool increased a lot. More heat from the flame is transferred back to the pool rim, which could increase the boiling rate. It is found that the flame exists behind the downstream edge of the pool under the horizontal wind tunnel. On the other hand, the flame exists beside the streamside of the pool under the slope tunnel, as shown in Figure 4, which causes the temperature of streamside of the pool rises. The thermal conduction rate is decided by the sum temperature of pool rims. The higher the general temperature is, the larger the boiling rate is. The boiling rate is the main factor influencing the mass loss rate, so the mass loss rate increases with increasing the general temperature. Therefore, more heat is transferred back to the rim walls while the air flow speed increases, which influences the combustion characteristic of alcohol pool fires.

3. Results from square, rectangular, and circular pools with equal area

As shown in Figure 5, the mass loss rate of Rectangler-1 pool fire is the largest, while the circle one is the smallest. The main reason is the downstream edge of Rectangle-1 is longer than others. The longer the rim wall is the more heat could be transferred back to the fuel in pools, which accelerates the boiling rate of the fuel and the combustion rate.

Figure 5 shows that the mass loss rate is proportional to the length of the downstream edge of the pools. L. H. Hu. found that the temperature of the downstream edge of the small pools maybe increases obviously when the wind speed increases, while the temperature of pool streamside increases slightly compared to it under a quiescent air condition (Hu et al. 2011). The horizontal air momentum dominates in the near field of the pools and even for very low air flow speeds the flame is readily pushed over. At higher transverse air flow speeds, the flame was swept back further (Woods et al. 2006). The downstream edge of the pool is heated directly and radiated by flame when the flame body is pushed over. More heat would be transferred by flame under an air flow condition compared to a quiescent air condition. The downstream edge of Rectangler-1 pool is 12 cm, which is heated directly by the flame, and the tempera-
Fig. 4. Stretching of flames of square pool fire at 10 cm under different degree lean

Fig. 5. Mass loss rate of different shape pools under different tunnel angle
ture of it would be the highest one of four pool rims, both as the one of Rectangular-2, which is only 3 cm. The temperature of the streamside of the rectangular pool increases under slope wind tunnel. A small part of flame exists beside the streamside of pool which increases the temperature of it. But the temperature of streamside increases not as much as the one of the downstream edge since the flame concentrates behind the trailing edge. The main factor influencing the general temperature of pool rims is the length of trailing rim. For the circular pool, the equivalent length of trailing rim is difficult to decide its variation under different air flow speeds.

Conclusions

The mass loss rate is proportional to the angle between the wind direction and the fuel surface. It increases faster with increasing the slope angle with wind speed below about 1.5 m/s. This is because more heat feedback to the downstream edge of the pool. Moreover, the mass loss rate is proportional to the length of the downstream edge wall of the pool, because the trailing of the pool is heated directly by flame, and more heat is transferred under air flow condition in comparison to the case in quiescent air condition. The longer the rim wall is, the more heat could be transferred to the fuel in the pool, which can accelerate the boiling rate of the fuel and the mass loss rate. So the mass loss rate of rectangular-1 pool (3×12 cm) is the largest and the circular pool (diameter 6.77 cm) one is the smallest all of them.
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